Abstract. This paper represents an imagological analysis of Maura Laverty's strongly autobiographical novel No More Than Human (1944) about the experiences of a young Irish governess in Spain in the 1920s. Drawing on the theory and methodology of imagology, it discusses the wellrounded image of Spain conveyed by Laverty's depiction of Spanish land-and cityscapes, characters, and socio-political conditions revealing the author's familiarity with widespread Spanish stereotypes. In line with the imagological tenet that the creation of hetero-and auto-images is interdependent, the paper shows how by having her heroine comment explicitly on Spanish society and politics of the 1920s Laverty indirectly expresses her attitude to her native country Ireland in the first decade of national independence. From both the political, religious, and moral values expressed in the novel under discussion and the scant existent biographical information on Laverty it is concluded that the writer shared the patriotism and the Catholic, rural, and patriarchal values of the official, Church-and State-sanctioned version of Irish nationalism. At the same time, however, she seems to have rejected the extreme moral conservatism propagated by statesmen and clerics in the early years of the Irish Free State.
as it similarly recounts the adventures of a young, inexperienced Irish governess in Spain in the 1920s. Like Kate O'Brien, 1 Maura Laverty (1907 Laverty ( -1956 could draw on personal experiences in her novel, for at the tender age of seventeen the writer had set out for Madrid to take up her post as a governess to a SpanishIrish family (Cf. Castle 1992: 6 Ireland's most popular writers -the Maeve Binchy of the fifties" (Mahon 1998: 118) . Her strongly autobiographical debut novel Never No More, in which she vividly describes the childhood experiences of Delia Scully in the Irish small town of Ballyderrig, the fictional equivalent of Laverty's home town Rathangan (cf. Kime Scott 1996: 683) , was widely read and highly praised by Sean O'Faolain in 1942 in his preface to the novel (cf. O'Faolain 1985: vi) . Moreover, by her premature death of a heart attack in 1966 she had achieved great popularity as a writer of plays (the Tolka Row trilogy and A Tree in the Crescent), cookery books, children's stories, an 'agony aunt' on an Irish radio station, and as the script-writer for the "highly successful television soap opera" Tolka Row (Parker 1995: 418) .
The imbalance in the reception of Kate O'Brien and Maura Laverty can partly be explained by the fact that Laverty's straightforward and at times rather blunt style leaves less room for insightful critical interpretation than the more elegant prose and complex narrative structure characterising O'Brien's fiction. 3 However, while the reader will find No More Than Human less satisfying in aesthetic terms than Mary Lavelle, Laverty's account of the experiences of a young 'Irish Miss' is no less interesting than O'Brien's version with regard to its representation of Spain. This paper deals specifically with the image of Spain Maura Laverty conveys in No More Than Human. It draws on the theory and methodology of imagology, a specialist field of (comparative) literary studies dedicated to the analysis of representations of cultural alterity _____________________ (...2) González Molano dedicates two paragraphs in her thesis on Molly Keane and Kate O'Brien to Maura Laverty; the only academic essay focusing solely on Laverty's work has been published by Caitriona Clear in Women's Studies (see bibliography for full references). 3 O'Brien's subtle narrative style manifests itself in Mary Lavelle, e.g. in her use of the bullfight to symbolise the impact of Spain on the eponymous heroine, of flashbacks to contrast Irish and Spanish settings, and of foil figures to set individual Irish characters off against Spanish protagonists 137 in literature. 4 While no specific universally accepted definition of the subject of imagology, i.e. the literary image of a foreign country, has been postulated, there is a consensus among imagologists that images are fictional constructs of the mind rather than truthful, objective representations of a country; they are generally conceived of as a conglomeration of different elements (directly or implicitly imparted statements about a country's landscapes, cities, people, traditions, politics etc.) with a complex structure (e.g. the tendency to contrast northern/western with southern/eastern countries). Rather than constituting invariable, fixed entities, images can alter along with changing socio-political conditions. However, certain elements tend to reappear in literary works of different historical periods and seem resistant to change. These "dominants" (Cf. Blaicher 1992: 6) are generally referred to as "stereotypes". They represent fixed, preconceived ideas about a country which claim collective validity and resist qualification even in the face of direct contact with members of that nation. National stereotypes occurring in literature do not necessarily reflect the writers' personal experiences in the country they are portraying _________________ 4 Apart from images of foreign countries, literary representations of particular regions, ethnic groups, social classes or of any other community construed by the author as 'the Other' can form the subject of imagological analyses. For detailed discussions of the theory and methodology of imagology, see, e.g.: Leerssen, Joseph Th. 2000 The widespread use of the same stereotypes in the works of writers from different countries thus points to the intertextual component in the transmission of images.
While the semantic content of stereotypes can remain stable over centuries, the qualities expressed in them can be positively or negatively evaluated depending on whether the observed country is seen as friend or foe. Thus, imagological analyses of the representations of Spain have shown that from the 16 th to the second half of the 18 th century the French and English images of Spain were dominated by the so-called "leyenda negra" (black legend), i.e. the notion of the Spanish as an excessively proud, cruel, fanatically Catholic people recklessly exploiting their colonies and persecuting the adherents of other religions in the Inquisition. During the period of Enlightenment, Spain was further denounced by influential French intellectuals such as Voltaire and Montaigne as anti-European, backward, despotic, and priest-ridden, and the Spanish people were reproached for their passivity and idleness causing the country's political, economic, and cultural decline. Only towards the end of the 18 th century, when Spain had lost much of its previous political and economic power and no longer posed a real threat to the dominant European powers England and France, did the negative image of Spain change into a largely positive one in the writings of Romanticists. Interestingly, the idealised Romantic image of Spain continued to rely on the same old stereotypical ideas _____________________ 5 In their investigations of the genesis of particular images and stereotypes imagologists have shown that "our images of foreigners are not primarily formed by our experiences, our individual or collective contacts with foreigners and by the history of the political and social relations between two countries", but are most likely "derived from literary sources, ethnographic or historical studies, travelogues, novels and plays, and more recently also from films" (Stanzel, "National Stereotypes", 1). Individual fixed ideas about a nation often originated in the works of particularly influential writers such as Isidor, Montesquieu, and David Humes and were converted into long-last stereotypes by being copied and perpetuated by other writers. (Cf. Stanzel, "Zur literarischen Imagologie", 12 ff. and "National Stereotypes, 2 ff.) of the Spanish as "proud", "idle", "backward", "religious" etc.; the only difference was that those qualities were now positively evaluated as constituting the unique Spanish character and the Spaniards' love of their country and traditions (Cf. Guerrero 1992 : 1632 Bodenmüller 2001: 397-418 Laverty's hetero-and auto-images is not based on the assumption that the protagonist's comments on Spain represent the writer's personal attitudes. Even though the novel is strongly autobiographicalMaeve Binchy has pointed out that "those who knew her" (Binchy 1985: XV) confirmed that No More Than Human faithfully recounts Laverty's personal life-story -the extent to which Laverty's personal views of Spain equal or differ from her heroine's remains a subject of speculation given the scarcity of reliable biographical material on the author. Moreover, as the imagologist Karl U. Syndram has stressed, a writer's use of stereotypes does not mean that he/she believes in their validity. Rather, authors sometimes consciously deploy stereotypes for aesthetic purposes; e.g. they can use stereotypes to present characters as stock-figures, to satisfy reader's expectations, to conform to certain generic conventions, to provide comic relief etc. (Cf. Syndram, "The Aesthetics", 186). However, the numerous choices underlying the representation of Spanish cities, landscapes, people etc. and their comparison with the Irish scene were made by the author and the image resulting from these choices is ultimately her creation. Therefore, it is possible to talk about 'Laverty's image of Spain' irrespective of whether Laverty's representation of Spain reflected her personal impressions of that country.
Spain to work as governesses the writer and her fictional alter ego "followed a course quite familiar to Irish girls of [their] age and background" (Binchy 1985: xv) . Irish governesses were in great demand in Spain in the 1920s, as many wealthy Spaniards wanted their children to learn English but were reluctant to hire English Protestant governesses. Most of the numerous Irish girls entering the 'governessing business' in Spain did so "because there were few other avenues" open to them (Binchy, 1986: vi) . Lacking either the funds or the determination to complete some kind of professional training, there were few opportunities for them to make a living in Ireland other than in the domestic service or in agriculture.
9 Being a maid or land labourer, however, seemed a less attractive idea than working as a governess in Spain. What drew Irish girls to Spain were "the noblesounding names, the hint of aristocracy in the employers, the mention of castle, stately home or at the very least huge residence", the chance "to escape their mothers and their small towns", and the "hope of making a brilliant marriage" (Binchy, 1986: vi) . 10 _______________________ 9 Clear points out that as late as in 1946 "about three-fifths of Irish women who were 'gainfully occupied', that is, recorded as employed, were either domestic servants or assisting relatives in agriculture; however, fewer than a third of all females over 14 were gainfully occupied at all" (Clear 2001: 821 [Sister Liguori] asked me what I was going to do with myself now that you were … you were … now that I wasn't living in Ballyderrig any more. I told her the way things were, how Derrymore [i.e. the farm where Delia used to live with her Gran] had to be sold up to pay the bank and how I had no taste for the business in Kilkenny [i.e. her mother's dressmaking business]. And then she asked me if I'd like a job looking after three children in Spain. I thought it might be as well to make a clean break, Gran love, for since I can't be in Ballyderrig I might as well be in Australia.
[…] And it won't be the same as if I were going to a real Spanish house. The children won't be real foreigners to me for Señora Basterra is a Wicklow girl herself and it seems she met her husband when she was a governess in Madrid." (Laverty 1985: 282/3).
11
The passage shows that Delia leaves Ballyderrig reluctantly for the lack of other opportunities given that she cannot run her Gran's farm on her own but does not want to enter her mother's dressmaking business.
12 If she cannot stay in her beloved Ballyderrig, she does not care where else she will live as she could never be as happy anywhere else in the world. She will not go to Spain because she is particularly interested in Spanish culture. Rather, the thought that she will not live in an entirely Spanish household as her future employer is an Irishwoman consoles her. Delia's nostalgia for Ireland also expresses itself in her reaction to Spanish landscapes and scenes from everyday life. During her stay in the Basque Country, where her employers take her for the summer months, Delia finds it hard to concentrate fully on her job because the Basque scenery and the people remind her very much of Ireland and make her feel restless:
I liked watching the peasants who came in from the country to do their shopping in Las Arenas. In the appearance of these peoplethe Indian-brown men in their grey smocks and red boinas, the sun-dried women in their cotton dresses and white rope-soled alpargatas, there was little enough to put me in mind of my own light-skinned heavy-suited friends who at that very moment were making ready to save the turf and earth the potatoes. Just the same, there was a similarity between them. It expressed itself in the peaceful easygoing walk.
[…] The sight of the Basque peasants wakened little stirrings in me, and a hundred times a day I found myself thinking of how the gorse would be scattering its golden sovereigns at home, and how the banks along the Monasterevan road would be creamsplashed with primroses. (NM: 65)
The unsettling memories of home prompt her to write a pastoral, religious poem in which she describes three encounters with the Virgin Mary in the Irish countryside in spring, summer, and winter. By contrast, she finds little beauty in the very different austere landscape and the high blue skies of Castile, which in her opinion compare unfavourably with the green hills and white skies of Ireland and the Basque Country. This already expresses itself in her remark that Juanita, the skinny Castilian cook of Delia's Spanish employers, "looked exactly what the unmotherly arid soil of Castile would produce, a stunted hardy olive-tree of a woman" (NM: 34). Again, during a motorbike-ride through "the arid Castilian acres", she "[has] a great longing to rest [her] eyes on the rich freshness of an Irish wheatfield", for " [b] rilliance of sun and sky and overcoloured landscape are little addition to someone who is hungering for the gentle shading of the bog" (NM: 211). Her nostalgia for Irish wheatfields inspires her to write another religious poem in which she praises the holiness of wheat from which the Body of Christ is made.
Delia's unpleasant experiences with her employers do not really endear Spain to her either. Señora Basterra, who had been the Irish governess Peggy Kelly from County Wicklow before marrying a wealthy Spanish businessman, turns out as a "stand-offish" (NM: 8), prudish snob. In the service of the Marquesa de las Rojas, however, she feels even more imprisoned than before. Being forbidden to dress up, to date men, and to smoke, she concludes in dismay that "a governess may eat, sleep and breathe and go sedately about her lawful occasions but she must give no other evidence of being a normal living creature" (NM: 75). Such an "atmosphere of chilling propriety" runs counter to her romantic preconceptions of Spain:
I had visualized Spain as a laughing bareshouldered girl with a rose in her hair. She had turned out to be a bleak-eyed forbidding wardress, with a bunch of keys in one hand, a penal code in the other. (NM: 75) 13 Unable to procure another position as a governess to another Spanish family after having scandalised the Marquesa by playing beach ball with a Scottish boy dressed in a scarlet swimsuit, Delia is forced to eke out a living by hiring herself out as a private English tutor. For several months she barely earns enough to keep herself alive. Strolling through the dodgy quarters of Madrid, she is horrified by the poverty and squalor she witnesses. The sight of countless maimed beggars in the streets is completely new to her: "How was I to know that a world which held the loveliness of Ballyderrig, held too these frightening awful miseries?" (NM: 26). Prostitution is another novelty to her and so she is deeply shocked when she observes an evil-looking old procuress in a café trying to draw men's attention to a heavily made-up timid girl.
______________________ 13 This is only one of several instances in which Delia displays her awareness that stereotyped images of Spain rarely stand the test of reality.
Her anonymous, isolated life in Madrid, where she must fend for herself for the first time in her life, differs starkly from her sheltered existence in Ballyderrig, her beloved hometown vividly depicted in Never no More, where all people knew each other and helped each other out in difficult situations. Being naïve and unprepared for the dangers which life in a big city holds for a young, unattached girl, she is prone to be taken advantage of by the many sinister characters she encounters in Madrid. Thus, her mostly negative experiences with men in Spain seem to confirm the stereotype that Spaniards are notorious womanisers. Walking through both the elegant and the more sordid streets, she soon gets the impression that Spanish men of all social backgrounds are conditioned to whistle after any woman that passes them by (Cf. NM: 25). While she is "grateful" (NM: 25) for the workmen's compliments, the hungry glances of the well-dressed gentlemen "who sauntered speculatively through the Retiro or along the Castellana" (NM: 25) make her feel cheap. She also observes that Spanish husbands tend to stray away from their wives. Juanita, the Basterras' cook, has hated all men since her husband left her for a rich widow. Her aptly named employer Don Juan spends most of the nights with his mistresses. While Delia feels safe from any sexual advances by the fathers of her charges "due to the Spaniard's regard for el hogar, the home" (NM: 78), Don Juan's conceited nephew Eugenio seizes every opportunity "of honouring [her] with his treacle-dripping glances and a selection from the handbook on How to Win Hearts and Influence Women which seems to be issued to Spanish boys with the Ha'penny Catechism" (NM: 160). He stalks her and insults her by secretly reading and misinterpreting a perfectly innocent letter from her friend Luis. The man who hurts Delia most deeply, however, is Rafael, a young Spaniard with whom she goes out for eight weeks, believing that he has serious intentions of marrying her. When dining out one night Rafael rushes her out of the restaurant after he has spotted his mother, sister, and uncle at another table. He then explains to her that he cannot introduce her to his family as "a matter of etiquette" (NM: 152) for he is supposed to marry his cousin. "But", he adds, "it need make no difference to us. We could have the little house just the same" (NM: 153). These words cure Delia of her folly. In retrospect, the mature Delia narrating her adventures in Spain realises without bitterness that while saying goodbye to Rafael, she "had grown up" (NM: 153). Thus, an unhappy love affair in Spain provides the catalyst for the maturation of Laverty's heroine.
Despite all the misfortune the young Delia suffered in Spain, her older self does not remember her lengthy stay in that country as a complete nightmare. Unlike many other Irish governesses, "who became beached and bitter" and "passed their time in continuous condemnation of the country where they had chosen to live" (Binchy 1986: vi) , Delia lives life to the full in Spain. She teaches herself to type and do shorthand, and, like Maura Laverty herself, finally lands a job in an Irish bank and later writes for a Spanish newspaper. 14 However, it is mainly thanks to the extreme kindness of several Spaniards that she manages to keep her homesickness in check and lives to see many happy days in Spain. Her gregarious nature and her ability to pick up Spanish quickly make it easy for her to become acquainted with Spaniards of different social backgrounds. Thus, she finds a 'substitute Gran' in La Serena, the saintly, hard-working servant in a boarding house. The memory of that generous old woman fills Delia with sentiment: "I loved La Serena from the minute I laid eyes on her. […] [She] was the most gentle, most humble soul I have ever known" (NM: 98). But Delia also has fond memories of Luis Sotelo, a hospitable, intellectual theosophist, who invites her to dinner parties and picnics with his Spanish friends, procures her a job as English tutor to his friend's daughter, and widens her intellectual horizon by discussing both Spanish and Irish literature with her:
There was no end to his kindness. […] He was the makings of a saint, and one had only to look at him to know it. The gentle mouth, the nice open forehead and the good eyes: these said, "Here is a man who is all virtue" (NM: 109).
Finally, Delia is also full of praise for 'Mamá Antonia' and 'Papá Antonio', the __________________________ 14 The newspaper Maura Laverty herself wrote for in the 1920s was El Debate (cf. Kime Scott 1996: 684) .
Catalan cake-shop owners who let Delia stay in their house in return for her English lessons to their son and offer to employ La Serena as their maid after she has been dismissed by the mean landlady Doña Luz. This family "will always stand for the real Spain with [her], the warm-hearted innocent lovable Spain that I found best worth knowing" (NM: 188). Indeed, it is the merit of these good-natured people that Delia finally finds a second home in Spain, albeit it can never fully replace her beloved Ballyderrig.
Laverty's portrayal of a number of extremely kind Spaniards is on the whole balanced in that it encompasses both kind, generous, honest and treacherous, mean, hypocritical characters. At the same time, however, it is fairly simplistic and reductionist as it relies heavily on generalisations. Thus, Laverty has her protagonist establish that " [t] here is nothing diluted about Spaniards. They are either one thing or the other. When a Spaniard is kind, his heart is as big as a clamp of turf" (NM: 196). Consequently, if individual Spaniards strike Delia as evil, they are evil through and through and their bad nature shows in their appearance. For example, the looks of Doña Luz, the mean, slatternly landlady of a run-down boarding-house who treats La Serena like a slave, are described in very unflattering terms:
She wore a dirty dress of flowered black print […] . Her coarse greying hair was cropped untidily.
[…] Her skin was thick and greasy. She had a broad nose pinpricked with pores, and a mouth that was thin and twisted and colourless like an old scar. The eyes, though dull, were knowing. They were all pupil, with no whites at all to be seen. The stains under them were of so deep a brown that it seemed as if the woman had cried once and that the colour in her eyes had run a little. (NM: 179)
In her depiction of Spaniards Laverty also draws frequently on stereotypes, as, for example, when she has her protagonist say about an Aragonese fellow-lodger in a Madrid boarding house: "I had heard that the people of Aragon were the Scots of Spain. They had a great name for thrift. Rico bore this out" (NM: 114). Similarly, Flora, the Andalusian kitchen maid at the Basterras', is described as "full of southern languor and ease" (NM: 32), while Mamá and Papá Antonio are admired for their "hardworking Catalan way" (NM: 188). On 143 other occasions, however, she shows her awareness that stereotypes do not always apply. For example, recalling how her friend Luis's sister Romana gave vent to her jealousy by warning her not to hurt her friend again or she will regret it, she adds: "[t]hat was the only glimpse I had in Spain of the stiletto-in-thestocking woman of the novelists" (NM: 191). 15 Moreover, Laverty's depiction of Spanish characters is marked by a clear distinction between upper and working class Spaniards. Delia's comment "I have always been attracted to people who have known hardship" (NM: 103) goes a long way toward explaining why Delia reserves all her sympathy and admiration for poor and/or hardworking Spaniards like Juanita the cook, La Serena, and Mamá and Papá Antonio. As Clear has pointed out with reference to characterisation in Laverty's writings in general, "[m]oral worth derives from competence and generosity" (Clear 2001: 827) . Consequently, skilled and diligent workers, cooks, and housewives like Rosaria, who helps Delia to make a dress and proves to be an excellent needlewoman, are even forgiven for cheating on their husbands. By contrast, Delia has no kind words for wealthy, powerful, and idle upper-class Spaniards. Her second employer, the Marquesa de Las Rojas, is described as "cold", "contemptuous", "untouchable" (NM: 56), while her next dueña Doña Conchita turns out to be "a nag and a belittling bully" (NM: 158). Doña Conchita's ___________________ 15 In this particular instance the narrator displays her familiarity with the widespread stereotypical idea of Spanish women as violently jealous, vengeful, impetuous, and sultry. The idea of Spanish women carrying a stiletto in the stocking which Delia has repeatedly come across in fiction obviously derives from the eponymous tragic heroine of Bizet's famous opera 'Carmen'. The impact which 'Carmen' has had on the formation of a certain image of Spanish women circulating outside Spain is not a unique phenomenon. As Michael Barke has observed, like Carmen, Cervantes's Don Quixote have come to be seen as "a real person" by many readers and "the figures of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza have attained a life of their own quite independent of the book" (Cf. Barke 1999: 87-8) . These two examples of famous literary/operatic figures whose qualities have come to be widely associated with the Spanish people in general, confirm the imagological tenet that literature plays a seminal role in the creation and dissemination of national images.
husband is a "cold stern little man" with a "big-business-man strut" displaying his "moneyed cocksureness" (NM: 158). The Señoras' excessive concern about their employees' correct manners and morals appears ironic and hypocritical given that it is widely known that their own husbands cheat on them.
Laverty's unsympathetic portrayal of the Spanish aristocracy and bourgeoisie reflects her heroine's dismay at the extreme social injustice she witnesses in Madrid. Spain in the 1920s was a deeply divided class society with the vast majority of land and capital being owned by a small percentage of extremely wealthy aristocrats and industrialists, while the majority of the Spanish people employed in agriculture or industry lived in poverty (cf. Garrioch 1993: 6-8) . The country had been divided into two major camps, "the forces of new Spain -republicanism, socialism, democracy-and old Spain (the army, the Catholic Church, monarchists and wealthy elite)" (MacGarry 1999: 14) since the early nineteenth century (cf. Beevor 1982 : 14-16, Preston 1996 . Although the tensions between these 'two Spains' -each of which constituted a heterogeneous mix of adherents to different rightist/leftist ideologies rather than a unified block-did not erupt into a bloody civil war until 1936, they were already palpable in the preceding decade, when Spain was governed by the dictator Primo de Rivera (cf. Preston 1996 : 20-23, Carr 1980 Besides, her employers' strict rules of conduct lead Delia to liken Spain to "a forbidding wardress" and the failure of one of her students to offer her a share of her sumptuous meal prompts her to complain: "in any case, hospitality is not one of the Spanish virtues. With all due respect to Spain I felt Ireland could teach them something there" (NM: 96). On the other hand, the generosity of her boss at a Spanish office, who raises her salary while she is recovering from scarlet fever, incites Delia to comment "I would be ungrateful if I did not say that this good nature was typical of every office in which I worked in Spain" (NM: 230) . Similarly, apart from lady-killers, Delia meets thoroughly virtuous Spanish gentlemen like Luis Sotelo, who has lost all interest in the pursuit of women since the death of his beloved wife, and his friend Juan Negrin, who is utterly devoted to his dying wife.
The many contradictions in Laverty's representation of Spain result to a great extent from the fact that Delia's fortunes change significantly for the better in the course of her stay in Spain. At the beginning she is 'a reluctant governess in Spain' given that, homesick, lonely, and grief-stricken over the death of her grandmother, she is unable to regard her stay in Spain as anything else but an involuntary exile and soon discovers that her vivacious character is ill suited to the constrained lifestyle of a governess. From the moment she quits governessing, takes up residence in public boarding houses, and earns her own living as a private English tutor, however, she is fully drawn into Spanish life and, in her encounters with Spaniards from all different walks of life, she matures from a naïve, inexperienced girl into an independent, self-confident woman. It is thanks to this positive turn of fate that the adult narrator recounting the experiences of her younger alter ego is able say that the Spanish people are as "spicy and fragrant and exciting and warm" (NM: 36) as their food and that Tomasina the wet-nurse "embod[ies] [Spain's] generosity, its warm-heartedness, its kindness to children, its decent good-living common people, its saints, its painters and its poets" (NM: 63). These complimentary remarks on the Spanish people in general suggest that the mature Delia's positive memories of Spain outweigh the negative ones. At the same time, the circumstance that the narrator's general assessments of the Spanish character are repeatedly refuted by her personal experiences with individual Spaniards confirms what imagologists have endeavoured to prove since Dyserinck outlined the theoretical and methodological tenets of imagology in the 1960s, namely that the idea of the existence of a uniform 'national character' is a myth (Cf. Dyserinck 1966: 1-7-120, Leerssen: 128, Syndram: 183) . As in any other nation, the good and the bad, the generous and the mean also exist side by side in Spain and all stereotypes and other generalisations about Spain and its inhabitants inevitably fail to capture the enormous complexity of such a vast country. In this light, Laverty's creation of a quite ambiguous overall image of Spain can be seen as an achievement rather than an artistic flaw given that it reflects the writer's endeavour to do justice to this complex reality.
In order to ascertain whether Laverty expresses a similarly ambiguous attitude to Irish society, politics, and culture in her indirectly conveyed auto-image, it is indispensable to take the novel's historical context, i.e. the socio-political conditions prevailing in Ireland in the 1920s -the time of the novel's setting-into consideration. In the 1920s/30s the Irish Free State was still a fledgling democracy whose inhabitants were troubled by doubts about the viability of an independent Ireland divided from its industrialised northern province and by a rather vague notion of what it meant to be Irish. In order to instil national pride and a sense of togetherness into the Irish people, the architects of the Irish Free State -mostly adherents of cultural nationalist movements such as Irish Ireland, the Gaelic League, and the Celtic Revival as well as leading members of the Irish Catholic Hierarchy-propagated an Irish auto-image which was based on the definition of Irishness in opposition to Englishness. Given that English society was seen as modern, urban, liberal in moral/sexual issues, materialistic, imperialist, Protestant and atheistic, the Irish were encouraged to conceive of themselves as a conservative, rural, patriarchal, anti-materialistic, self-sufficient, and fervently Catholic people (cf. Brown 1991 : 89-92 and Part I:1922 -32 in Brown 2004 . The "post-revolutionary quest for national selfdefinition" moreover led the ideological architects of the Irish Free State, i.e. the politicians and the Catholic hierarchy, to propagate a conservative-puritanical attitude to sexuality which "equated sex with procreation rather than passion, and sanctioned it only within marriage" (Howes 2002: 923) . While "sexual immorality" was "often cast … as English or, more generally, foreign", "sexual purity" was claimed "as naturally and genuinely Irish" (ibid.: 925).
Reading No More Than Human with a particular focus on the narrator's expression of religious, political, social, and moral-sexual, values in her comments on Spain as well as in her descriptions of Irish landscapes and people yields interesting insights into Delia's attitude to the conservative official nationalist and strongly Catholic-influenced ideology still prevailing in Ireland in the 1940s, when the novel was written. As will be demonstrated below, some of Delia's remarks reveal political-religious views suggesting her subscription to the Catholic, rural, patriotic/anti-English values propagated by conservative Irish nationalists. Thus, her strong devotion to Catholicism manifests itself in her poems praising the Virgin Mary and the sanctity of the Host (Cf. NM: 66, 211/2) as well as in her conviction that "God is nearer than the door" (Cf. 165, 178), i.e. that God will always help her out of trouble by opening a new door when another one has been shut. Similarly, Delia's Catholic faith prevents her from relating fully to her short-term fiancé, the Hungarian business agent Siemen Kronz. Recalling her first encounter with Siemen Delia admits that, despite his good looks " [she] did not take to him. His foreignness disconcerted [her]" (NM: 121) and adds that Spanish people had never had this effect on me. I had always felt a kinship with them. We differed in speech, looks and habits, but these differences went no deeper than the varicoloured dyes which are used to the shells of eggs at Easter time. Siemen's foreignness went right to the speck of the egg. (NM: 121) Although she does not explicitly say it, the Hungarian seems more foreign to her than the Spanish people because he is not Catholic. The fact that he is "a Lutheran" (NM: 201) seems to be one of the main reasons for her reservations about getting married to Siemen. His irreverent way of talking about Spanish religious festivals, for example, "[makes her] feel uncomfortable" (NM: 201) and incites her to drag him into a Catholic church and sprinkle holy water on him.
Whereas their Catholic religion enables her to relate easily to the Spanish people in general, the special affinity she feels for the Catalans seems to have political reasons: I learned that there was a close kinship between the Catalonians [sic] and the Irish. Their long fight for independence, their yearning for individualism as expressed in the way they clung to their language and customs, and their love of liberty as shown in their demand for republican status -all these things made a brother-bond for us. (NM: 189) 146 Delia's nationalist sentiments further manifest themselves in the numerous instances in which she insists on her Irish identity or stands up for her country against ignorant foreigners. For example, she finds it ridiculous that Señora Basterra, in her effort to conceal her modest Irish origins, "discarded her Irish accent and had cultivated the way of speaking of the English colony" (NM: 9). Although she does not immediately correct Rafael when he takes her for an English girl as she is "becoming accustomed to the Spaniards' way of robbing the Irish of their nationality", she feels that he has "denuded [her] of [her] ancestry of saints and scholars" (NM: 48). Similarly, being desperate for money, she only answers a potential employer's question whether she is English in the affirmative "with a mental apology to Ireland's dead" (NM: 157). She even loses a job in a language school over a fight with her French boss who asks her "if it was true that the Irish kept pigs under their beds" (NM: 91).
Arrogance and ignorance about Ireland and other countries, however, are more frequently associated with the English. Thus, Delia's observation that the English lads she meets in dagoes" (NM: 86) and relating it to a general tendency among the British to consider themselves superior to all other nations, Delia displays a strong sense of solidarity with the Spanish people which can be ascribed to her familiarity with British misrepresentations of her native country Ireland. As Alan Titley has pointed out, the Irish "have had a fairly bad press for the best part of two thousand years" (Titley, quoted in Zach 1987: X) owing to the largely negative image of Ireland created by British writers which "served the British colonizers as a handy argument to justify all their measures to crush Irish resistance against colonial rule since the Middle Ages" (Zach, XI). Still, Delia cannot really be accused of absolute Anglophobia. After all, she concedes that the widespread negative Irish image of the "Typical Englishman" combining the worst character traits and "all the ill-favoured, ungainly odious physical attributes that have ever hurt the human eye" (NM: 101) is an artificial construct which serves just as well as an apt description of certain unpleasant characters "who were bred and born in Ireland" (NM: 101). Moreover, she befriends the English secretary Miss Wilson, who offers to lend Delia her textbooks on typing and shorthand -an offer which in Delia's opinion "wiped out Ireland's grudge against England" (NM: 106).
Whether Maura Laverty herself shared her heroine's nationalist sentiments cannot be established with absolute certainty. The humorous tone of the narrative makes most of Delia's patriotic comments sound slightly ironic. However, in the light of some of the aspects of her representation of Spain and Ireland pointed out above, it seems rather unlikely that Laverty satirised Irish nationalism in her novels. By idealising life in the Irish countryside in Never No More and in Delia's reminiscences of her hometown in No More Than Human, by contrasting it with the moral pitfalls of city-life, and by having her heroine express both her love for her country and her strong Catholic faith in religious poems the author demonstrates that she shares some basic values with Irish (cultural) nationalists. Moreover, the importance that Laverty's writings give to cooking and home-making18could be taken to suggest that she agreed with those [Irish nationalist politicians and clergymen], who believed that Irish women should stay quietly and uncomplainingly in the home. (Clear 2001: 822) Indeed, while Laverty was one of the first Irish women to earn a living by writing and to become actively involved in Irish politics, she does not convey any feminist messages in No More Than Human. Rather than making her heroine celebrate her independence as a wageearning woman, she first has her get engaged with a Hungarian whom she does not really love and then has her return to Ireland and marry an Irishman. Finally, Laverty's conservative-nationalist attitude also manifests itself in her membership of the national executive of Clann na Poblachta, the shortlived political party whose cultural programme included plans to remedy the 'alien, artificial and unchristian concepts of life' which were 'being constantly pumped into and absorbed by [the Irish] people' […] to create a national theatre and film industry; to produce films and books for educational purposes and for making Irish the spoken language of the people; to safeguard and extend the Gaeltacht areas […] (Keogh 1994: 192) .
Whereas a close analysis of No More Than
Human draws attention to aspects of a conformist, nationalist ideology underlying the text, Laverty's novel can certainly not be read as a paradigm of Catholic-nationalist propaganda. In fact, since the novel was banned it was obviously not considered as recommendable, edifying reading for the Irish people. Given the absence of any subversive political comments in the novel, the representatives of the Irish Censorship Board must have found it wanting in moral respects.
19
_____________ 18 In her analysis of Laverty's works Caitriona Clear points out that motherhood, food, and housekeeping are important themes in all of Laverty's writings and that sympathetic female characters are usually also loving mothers and competent cooks and housewives. Thus, in No More Than Human, the Basterras' cook Juanita, La Serena, and Mamá Antonia are admired by Delia for their motherly qualities as well as for their excellent cooking and housekeeping skills. 19 Given that the Censorship Board, made up of five members appointed by the minister for justice was and still "is not required to give detailed explanations of why publications are banned" Presumably they took issue with the narrator's frank way of expressing the celibate Irish misses' sexual curiosity 20 as well as with her refusal to stick to her employers' strict rules of conduct and her humanistic, liberal views on such matters as prostitution. 21 Delia's sympathy for people whose 'immoral' actions are motivated by extreme poverty or foolish love and her scorn of the excessive prudishness of some of the Irish governesses as well as of her Hungarian fiancé 22 must have fallen foul of the censors' moral standards. Clear points out that in 1949 the ban was lifted on an altered edition of the novel and observes that the chapter that was changed most radically is the one featuring Tomasina, the wet nurse, who was __________________ (...19) (Carlson 1999: 105) , the exact reasons for banning No More Than Human are unknown. As Carlson points out, "[u] nder the 1929 Act books are banned indefinitely either because they are 'indecent or obscene' or because they advocate 'the unnatural prevention of conception or the procurement of abortion or miscarriage" (ibid.). Laverty's book might have been banned both because it was deemed 'indecent' on account of its explicit references to prostitutes, exposed breasts, sexual curiosity etc. and because it contains a scene in which La Serena secretly carries out an abortion (cf. NM: 130). 20 The censors were probably scandalised at statements like "We [Irish misses] were all extremely vague about the realities of sex.
[…] We retained our Victorian idea of the marriage bed as a place where men might love but women must weep.
[…] We were devoured with curiosity as to What Actually Happened" (NM, 84), and "When Siemen and I were not making love we were quarrelling" (NM, 214). 21 Cf. NM: 96, Having experienced extreme hardship herself, Delia comes to understand how hunger can drive women into prostitution. The first time she comes face to face with "women of that class" (NM: 45) she finds that there "was nothing in their appearance to inspire the scandalized horror which, as a well-brought-up girl, I knew I should be feeling. Instead that little line jumped into my head '… for the good are always the merry….' If that was true, there was far more goodness at that table than at ours" (NM: 45). 22 Siemen pre-empts the censors' job when he judges the line in Delia's love poem -"[I] Carry my breasts with royal thrusting lift" -as "rather coarse" and replaces it with "Carry my head with proud and royal lift" (NM: 216).
"voluptuousness incarnate" (NM: 61). In the original version Tomasina entertains the older children of the Marquesa de las Rojas "by squeezing one of those great inexhaustible breasts and squirting a jet of milk across the room" (NM: 72). When the children's puritanical Irish governess Miss Madden reprimands her for her disgraceful behaviour, Tomasina splashes milk on the miss's blouse. In the altered edition, all the wet nurse does to scandalise Miss Madden, is to breastfeed the baby before the eyes of the children and to hiss "Mierda" at her. As Clair comments, " [o] bviously mierda was considered a more acceptable bodily substance for Irish readers [than mother's milk]" (Clear 2001: 826) .
On the whole, more than anything else, No More Than Human is a highly entertaining, strongly autobiographical novel narrating the coming-of-age of a young Irishwoman in Spain. Laverty's narration is fairly straightforward and lacks the complexity and symbolism of Kate O'Brien's Mary Lavelle. In her review of No More than Human for the Spectator, Kate O'Brien actually criticised the loose structure of the novel as well as Laverty's failure to distance herself sufficiently from her protagonist:
Miss Laverty has a vivid, amusing and true story to tell; and she tells it with verve and wit, decorates it with rich detail of everyday life in Madrid and in provincial Spain. But she has not given her tale the deep perspective which the novelist must give; she still stands too near to her central figure; she remembers still rather than imagines.
[…] In short, the whole thing is rough, jolly and loosely confidential, it is good and sincere, but it has not been composed into a fable, into a novel. (The Spectator, 22 Dec. 1944, 584) .
Nevertheless, O'Brien applauded the sincerity of Laverty's representation of Spain which set it positively apart from the multitude of faulty, biased, and/or romanticising literary portraits of the country in circulation in the 1940s:
[L]eaving that technical failure aside, […] it is meanwhile very satisfactory to read some plain truths about everyday life in Spain, and to find a Catholic writer speaking out with courage and good sense, without fear or favour, on Spain's internal difficulties. […] here is someone who knows the Spain of which she writes. That is something one cannot say of many foreign novelists who write about Spain (ibid.) Indeed, while the positive development of the protagonist's fortunes in Spain enables her to remember her stay in that country as a largely positive, enriching experience, Laverty succeeds in crafting a well-rounded image of Spain by tempering lush landscapes with arid ones and good personalities with bad ones, by alternately confirming and contradicting national stereotypes, and by having her protagonist both criticise the unjust nature of Spain's class-ridden society of the 1920s and express her feeling of a strong affinity for the Spanish people in general.
By contrast, the image which Laverty imparts of Ireland in the novel seems far more straightforwardly positive even though, as has been shown above, it simultaneously brings out Laverty's conflicted, ambiguous attitude to Irish nationalism. The narrator's frequent flash-backs to her happy childhood in her Irish hometown and her direct comparisons between Irish and Spanish landscapes and people leave no doubt that she values Ireland over Spain. Furthermore, there is nothing to suggest that by representing the social ills and male domination in Spain the author indirectly criticises similar conditions in Ireland. On the contrary, life in rural Ireland, where there is "only one class" (NM: 215), is idealistically depicted as vibrant, idyllic, and definitely preferable to the anonymous, dangerous life in a big, socially divided city like Madrid. Despite having to leave her beloved native town for the lack of job opportunities, Delia never blames the patriarchal structure of Irish politics and society for blocking women's careers. Nor does she question the 'natural' role of women as mothers and housewives. Instead of encouraging her female readers to follow her example of getting a job abroad she completes her story with a 'happy end' by returning to Ireland and marrying a decent Irish farmer. The conformism of Delia's creator further expresses itself in her heroine's religious poems illustrating her Catholic piety and her national pride. On the other hand, Laverty's portrayal of Delia as a sexually curious rebel against conservative rules of conduct for girls and her frank descriptions of female body parts (cf. Tomasina's "inexhaustible breasts", NM: 87) and of breastfeeding as a sensual experience suggests that she did not approve of the misogynistic, Jansenistic moralism of (male) nationalists and clergymen defining women as passive, asexual beings. Therefore, one can conclude from the political and moral values expressed in Laverty's fictional representation of her experiences in Spain that while she embraced the patriotism and the rural, religious, and patriarchal values of official, Church-and State-sanctioned Irish nation-alism, she protested against the moral conservatism and unnatural disdain of the human flesh displayed by powerful politicians and clerics in the first two decades following the establishment of the Irish Free State.
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